ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
An important part of the analysis of circuits, characterized by at least two attractors is a boundary surface (BS). If we know it, we can comment on the size of the corresponding attractive areas, options to control the circuit, or the circuit resistance against disturbances. In the case of 2D BS -the border separating the attractors from each other is the line -separatrix, but in 3D-BS is the surface. Calculation of BS makes high demands not only to PC hardware used (especially CPU), but in the case of 3D view also to PC graphics. Despite the mentioned demands to hardware 3D viewing of BS provides an advantage that allows accumulating dozens of partial 2D cross-sections [1] , [2] into the single image [3] . Informative value of the picture may thus increase not only by viewing the BS, but also by possibility of manipulation with 3D object -BS. If the proposed software will add to the displayed 3D object corresponding trajectories, or IV characteristics, illustration figure will increase. If the proposed software will be added to the displayed 3D object and the trajectory, and IV characteristics, illustration the figure will increase again.
BOUNDARY SURFACE
The first curves illustrating the dividing state plane among corresponding attractors are shown in [4] [5] [6] . These curves were calculated and plotted using graphicnumerical methods developed by the author of those works. Later, the introduction of computers significantly accelerated calculation of separatrix and trajectories for analysed circuits [7] [8] [9] also in 3D space (m = 3), or m > 3 [10] [11] . Probably the first display of the BS morphology in 3D space with help of Matlab was showed in [12] . There was analysed ternary memory, where surprisingly began to appear undesirable stable limit cycle (SLC). It is a space between BS2 and BS3, which arisen from splitting up the BS that separated the second and third stable state (logic level) of the ternary memory, Fig.  1 . Fig. 1 shows BS2 separating attraction area for the second stable state (S2) from the attraction area for SLC -LC1. BS3, in turn, separates the LC1 from S3 (the third stable state). BS1 classically separates S1 from S2. Like in [12] , the Matlab was used for graphically friendlier displaying of the BS again for ternary memory, but in case where in the addition to the three static attractors (S1, S2, S3), there are three other undesirable dynamic attractors SLC (LC1, LC2, LC3). Dividing the state space into the attraction areas for corresponding attractors in the plane x 1 ,x 2 in 3D space shows Fig. 2 . Case where the memory is not characterized by oscillations is illustrated in Figure 3 . Mentioned visualization the BS was realized using functions Surface and Mesh [3] . Symbols AO indicate the attraction areas for the individual attractors. As is shown in Fig. 2a , although BS is quite rugged, still consists of relatively simple closed curves (Fig. 2a, Fig. 3a ), whose contours can be linked to arrive at a 3D BS showed in Fig. 2b and 3b.
3D MODELLING OF BS
In order to visualize BS for similar Chua's circuit BS using the parameters listed in [13] complication occurred to the identification of individual points to create surfaces in 3D. It happened because of the sudden change in the shape of BS cross-section formed "sharp teeth". Some from 300 calculated BS cross-sections illustrates Fig. 4 . BS visualization only by contour lines, like in Fig. 1 , has been shown in [14] . This is a cross-section in the plane i,u 2 which coordinate system begins in the middle of the picture, and i <-27, 27> A and u 2 <-9; 9> V. Given the BS cross-sections complex shape crosssection was (BS contour) divided into four segmentsfour separated curves abiding contour elevation respectively descent.
Their endpoints connected with next contour endpoints. This created rectangles that were lapping gaps between two contours. In general are during wire model construction used triangle primitives, which more precisely define models shape (4). It was necessary to find a suitable triangulation procedure between points of following contours so model will not include any holes (places in wire model where triangle absents) so the final model will represent natural model as close as possible.
If BS cross-sections around 0V cannot be clearly divided into an equal segments number because of different contour shape characteristic then another way is needed. As the following two contours hasn't already been divided into equal segments number, it was impossible to determine corresponding segments contour. Moreover Before the reconstruction the two steps are necessary. The first step is the contours detection in cross-sections because cross-sections are represented by a specific internal format and save the contours into separate files. The second essential step is to determine the contour perimeter points order in one direction. A possible solution of the two aforementioned steps have been using marching squares algorithm. This algorithm is a marching cubes algorithm simplification. This algorithm can be used with good results in classic raster images, where the position of each pixel in the plane is clear. Used algorithm works, unlike traditional bitmaps with bitmaps working with real numbers, where a step in the direction of axes x or y is not always constant. That is why the algorithm is divided into two steps as was mentioned above.
This method only prevents the incorrect triangulation creation (verification based also on knowledge described in [20] ), but does not propose appropriate triangulation. Algorithm is implemented in following steps (Fig. 6 ): For each vertex U of contour will be defined the optimal triangulation vertex V. These pairs of vertexes (U, V), where U and V lie on adjacent contours, are used for triangulation (the last algorithm step) to design optimal triangulation edges that will faithfully represent the object surface (see Fig. 5 ). Pairs optimality is defined in the smallest possible distance from the vertex U to V vertex (in space) finding.
For each vertex U is a table of vertexes V generated ordered by their distance (OTV table) . This step in the reconstruction algorithm takes the most time. The heuristic approach of optimal pairs search is used during the implementation. This approach generates not the best pairs in some cases and some procedures based on [20] are used for optimization.
The above-described 3D modelling process result is not just BS 3D displaying (see Fig. 7 ), but also the BS handling possibility along with current views chaotic attractor with BS. Thereby that chaotic attractor never intersect BS confirms that BS is actually a surface separating from each other chaotic attractor and SLC. 
CONCLUSIONS
The proposed 3D modelling of BS represents further progress in its display in case that the BS morphology is still complicated. It is possible that changes of chaotic attractor, from double scroll to triple or multi scroll, will give rise to more "sharp teeth" of BS and it will be even more morphologically complicated. Described algorithm after some modifications enables its visualization and thus the 3D state space intuitive visualization.
Calculation of BS cross-sections of Chua`s circuit as well as BS reconstruction and modelling are timeconsuming processes. Therefore, when these activities in the future will be calculated using GPGPU technology [21] , the author promises a significant reduction of calculation time by optimizing process distribution [22] 
